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Abundant streams made Northville an immediate destination point for the pioneering farmers 
and grist mill builders who founded Northville in 1827. Early slow growth led to little 
residential building until immediately after the Civil War, when modest homes on  small lots 
were the norm for factory workers. The bulk of the commercial center was built at this time 
and seemed to satisfy the needs of those living in the village as well as those of the 
surrounding farmers. 

The economic boom of the 1920's affected the downtown very little bur the outer residential 
areas became an architectural hodgepodge as a result of outside influences such as the 
railroad and RFD. 

Three large nearby government institutions and the local Ford plant supplied the locals with 
median wages. Modest homes continued to be the norm. There were very few empty lots, 
and few large home were built until the 1990's. 

In 1955 the Village of Northville became a city. As the City approaches the 21" century its 
population is not expected to exceed the current estimated level of 7,500 residents. The City's 
vibrant central business district and charming historic neighborhoods continue to be the 
distinctive features of the conmunity. 
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The Northville Historic District includes buildings built during a period of over 150 years, from 
about 1835 to the present. Over so long a period, building styles changed frequently. Just as 
styles of clothing art and music change, some architectural styles became fashionable, 
disappeared, and then were revived a few decades later. In addition to historic styles, there 
are many commercial and residential buildings constructed in the last 30 years that are much 
more difficult to categorize. Style preferences in recent years have changed frequently and 
somewhat capriciously. All of these styles -- old and new, decorative and plain -- are what 
give the historic district a "sense of place." On the following pages are more detailed 
descriptions of some of the common historic styles found in Northville. 

Greek Revival 
The Greek Revival style swept the nation 
from 1830 to 1860, and was very popular in 
Michigan. Buildings of this style were 
designed to resemble the architecture of 
ancient Greece and, therefore, emphasized 
the simple clean lines of Greek temples. 
Plans and details were readily available to 
carpenters in pattern books. Greek Revival 
is primarily a residential style. 

Greek Revival houses are rectangular and 
resemble small Greek temples with a low 
pitched roof, front gable, and columns. 
Classical details may include a colonnaded 
front porch, pilasters (flat colu~nns on the 
walls), dentil moldings, and gables trimmed 
to look like pediments. A wide band of trlm 
below the eaves represents a classical 
entablature. In its simplest form, Greek 
revival buildings may have only used the 
pedimented front gable. Windows are 
rectangular double hung windows. divided 
into 6 lights top and bottom. The door is in 
the center, and is often surrounded by a 
transom and sidelights. 
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Carpenter Gothic 
Carpenter Gothic was almost exclusively a 
residential style that was made popular by 
Andrew Jackson Downing's pattern book, 
Cottage Residences, published in 1842. The 
style was marketed as an appropriate rural 
style, compatible with the wild and romantic 
landscape, and is not usually seen in such 
quality and quantity as the Northville 
examples. Variations.of the Gothic style 
continued into 1880, generally becoming 
more ornamental and asymmetrical during 
the Victorian years. 

Carpenter Gothic architecture is the most 
prominent architectural style in the historic 
district. The unusual density of this style 
was the basis for listing the district on the 
National Register. Most Gothic revival 
buildings were constructed between 1840 
and 1880 and only vaguely resemble 
medieval architecture. "Carpenter Gothic," 
refers to a type of Gothic Revival architecture 
in which Gothic details are replicated in 
wood. Manufacturing techniques and tools 
(the scroll saw) were perfected and used to 
mass produce the wood tracery so prevalent 
in the style. Roofs are steeply pitched with 
gables. Tracery trim boards called 
"vergeboards" are located along the gable 
eaves. Tracery is also commonly found over 
porches. Porch roofs are supported by 
columns and flat pointed arches. Windows 
are tall and narrow and often have lancet 
(pointed) tops. 

Verge boa r d ~  

Nan-o~:  utitzdou: Lancet Wt?zdoul 
z~jith wzndozu hood 
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Italianate 

In the 1860's the pendulum swung away from simplicity and toward ornamentation. Most 
styles that flourished during the next fifty years were increasingly decorative. Collectively 
these styles are referred to as "Victorian." 

The first of the Victorian styles to find its way to Northville was the stately Italianate. This 
style looked to Italian Renaissance architecture for inspiration. The earlier examples date from 
about 1855, but variations continued to be built through the 1880's. Many of Northville's 
historic commercial buildings are Italianate. 

There are many good examples of Italianate homes within the district. The style was very 
popular from approximately 1850-1880. The buildings are loosely modeled after Italian villa 
architecture. The homes are usually tall---two or three stories. The most recognizable 
Italianate features are a low pitched roof, overhanging eaves, and ornamental eave brackets. 
A square cupola or tower is another common feature. Windows are tall, narrow, and often 
arched on the upper levels. Corbelled brick or wood window "hoods" are common. Porches 
are relatively small, but the entrance is framed with wood trim similar to the window hoods. 
Brick is the most typical wall material, but wood siding is also seen. 

The Italianate style was frequently used for commercial buildings between 1855 and 1885. 
The most prominent identifying feature is a large projecting cornice, or cap, along the 
building front. The cornice is almost always decorated with brackets. Later cornices were 
sometimes made of pressed metal, and earlier cornices were made of wood. Upper story 
windows are tall, narrow, double hung, and usually arched. A common decorative element is 
corbelled brickwork, which means that bricks are stepped out in three dimensional patterns 
over window heads and under the cornice. 
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Oueen Anne 

Queen Anne is a very elaborate and 
decorative style, common between 187 5 and 
1900, overlapping with Italianate. The 
buildings are often asymmetrical, with corner 
towers, wrap around porches, bay windows, 
gables, and irregular roof shapes. At the 
end of the 19th century, new tools and 
manufacturing process made typical Queen 
Anne decorative features such as fish scale 
shingles, turned columns, gable fans, and 
colored and cut glass readily available. 

Like Queen Anne residential buildings, 
Queen Anne commercial buildings are A~ymmemcal rnassllzg and coi~lpltx roof forms 

flamboyantly decorated. Pressed metal and 
wood trim were applied and sometimes 
painted to look like stone. Cornices are 
usually bracketed, but are more irregular 
than Italianate bracketed cornices. Gable 
fans and finials are often seen in the cornice. 
Windows and arches are wider than the Decoiwtlce gables 
Italianate examples. Many Queen Anne 
commercial buildings were stripped of their 
ornament to save on maintenance. There 
are few intact examples in downtown 
Northville. 

At the turn of the century, the public taste 
began to seek relief in simpler building 
styles. Commercial and residential buildings 
of the early twentieth century were typically 
modest in decoration, although they Spztzdles altd Iattlce St~1itzed or leaded glass 

continued to use some of the forms 
developed in the previous era. A 
commercial facade might use just a touch of 
corbelled or tapestry brick reminiscent of 
Italianate or Queen Anne styles, while 
dispensing with cornices or fancy window 
caps. A residence might keep the Queen 
Anne asymmetry and multiple gables, but 
not sunbursts and bric-a-brac. 

Fattcy shingles 
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Bungalow 
This residential style I in 01% ornia, an 
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- 
ghout the country between 1900 

and 1915. The syle 5raa ~ Q P U I ~ ,  VCIJwYL ~ ~ i k l e y ' s  magazine "The Craftsman," and is 
sometimes labeled "Craftsman." Simplicity, harmony with nature, and quality crabmanship 
are philosophies behind the Bungalow style. The roof is usually large and simple with broad 
overhangs and exposed rafter ends. Porches, second floor "sleeping porches," and trellises 
are prominent. Porch piers are chunky and sometimes banered (with slighrly sloped sides). 
Dark woo$ and stone are the most common materials. 
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20th Centurv Local vernacuila~ 

I to heir 
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In the 20th century commercial design kgr ed by indi ution with 
buildings that emphasized pmctiality in conwrucuun. w~rrough most ucs~gls were free of 
omamentatio~~ in keeping with the no-nonsense approach of rhe machine age. some retained 
traces of previous decoration such as 3 small amount of patterned brickwork. In the 1940's 
many commercial buildings were built in a style n-hich can be called Northville's version of 
20th cenlury vernacular. These are simple brick buildings of one or two srories with a 
stepped ~ b l e  and simple limestone cornice. Ornament is found in basket nfarre brick 
patterns. a plain limestone a p .  and sometim :stone date marker. Windows have 
narrow sash and are often am~nged in horiz< tds. 
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Modern 
The term "Modern" holds different me 3r different people. In the 1940's and 1950's 
the International Style, also referred to a> HIE: ~Ylodem Style, began influencing commercial 
architecture with its absence of decoration. 

These buildings are characterized by flat roofs and sometimes they have projecting eaves. 
\Val1 surfaces are minimized and glass area is maximized. Forms are flar, planar. clean. and 
rectilinear. There is no applied ornament--only the color or texture from the building 
materials. Common materials are brick, srucco. glass, and steel. 

There are few truly Mdem style houses in the District, although there are many other types 
of contemporary homes, 

FIAT ROOF 

OVERW'GS 
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Neo Eclectic 
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This is a mtchall rerm for man?* buildi after 1960 that incopomre tmditional dew ils 
from various previous revival styles. These are often "buiPdea homes'' or "de\*eloper malls" 
designed in response to public desires 2 zmditional styles after years of modernism. It 
is difiFcuIr TO defme key features beau are many combinations possible. Neo Eclectic 
buildings have some common themes, eru\vt.ver. The details are ohen pared down. The 
scale or p r o p n i o n  is exaggerated. Traditional elemenrs may be constructed of nontmdirional 
materials. A mi\; of styles is nor uncommon-for instance a mansard rmf find cedar sh:lkes. 
The traditional details are usually combined with m d e m  floor plans and arnenitie.+such as 
half timbered gable r m f  over a rnro a r  garage. Residential styles and plans arc ofre11 
enlarged and used for commerciaP purposs. 
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